MANAGED
DOCUMENT REVIEW
More accurate. More scalable. More predictable.

Have complete confidence in your document review

When faced with litigation, arbitration or due diligence, there are many unknowns. Your document review process
shouldn’t be one of them. Corporations and law firms around the world choose Integreon as their go-to Managed
Document Review (MDR) partner for a number of good reasons:
Global Scale

With more than 3,000 employees in the U.S., UK
and Asia/Pacific, including native speakers of 75+
languages, we can handle any size MDR project,
anywhere. We can deploy onshore, offshore or
multi-shore resources using a “follow the sun”
model to meet your deadline and budget needs.

Privacy and Security

Integreon goes above and beyond to safeguard
the privacy and security of your data. All
reviewers undergo exhaustive background
checks, with periodic updates. We offer Integreon
Secure Review which features an isolated AWS
environment with URL allow-listing, working hours
restrictions, email domain and contact restrictions,
dedicated project email, and expanded reporting
options. Integreon offers Session Guardian as an
optional add-on which provides the extra layer
of end-point security missing from most remote
environments including:
▪ Eyes-only security using biometric AI
▪ Ability to prevent screen sharing, screenshots,
and the use of key logging software
▪ Optional watermarks across users’ computer
screens
▪ Restricted applications and IP address
authentication

Consistent Quality

With more than 20 years’ experience, we have a
proven process for ensuring accurate, reliable
results. Our dedicated quality control (QC) team
provides three levels of controls and checks to
ensure guaranteed accuracy and consistency,
regardless of the project type or size.

Predictable Cost

Flexible pricing options such as per doc and
blended hourly. Over the course of thousands of
MDR engagements for clients worldwide, we have
the experience required to accurately predict
project scope and the resources required to get
the job done. With Integreon, you avoid costly
surprises.

Deep Expertise

Integreon’s document review professionals have
deep subject matter expertise in a wide range of
specialized fields for jurisdictions worldwide. They
understand the nuances of specific regulations
and industries, enhancing their ability to capture all
relevant documents.

Dedicated Project Team

You work with a dedicated Integreon Project
Manager and MDR team that learns your business
and priorities. This helps ensure consistency,
accuracy and efficiency, saving you time and
money. Regular reviews ensure your Integreon
team is aligned with your goals.

Flexibility

We tailor every engagement to meet the specific
needs of each client. Our review teams are familiar
and comfortable with advanced analytics features
such as email threading, predictive coding, and
continuous active learning. We can work with your
in-house e-discovery/document review platform or
leverage our partnerships with leading technology
vendors to provide a complete outsource solution.
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Managing document review with a global approach
Client Profile

Business Challenge

Integreon Solution

Location

Volume of Documents

Fortune 50 bank /
financial services

Multiple regulatory
investigations and
litigations

TAR, audio and foreign
language

London

3 mill+

Fortune 50
pharmaceutical
corporation

Multiple regulatory
investigations in multiple
languages

TAR, audio and redaction

London, Austin, NY,
Mumbai, Noida and Manila

10 mill+

Fortune 100 corporation

Internal investigation

TAR and hard copy;
deposition prep

London and
Mumbai

1 mill+

Magic Circle
law firm

Multiple projects
in multiple languages

TAR and foreign
language

London, Austin, NY and
Mumbai

6.5 mill+

Integreon is a leading global provider of alternative legal, business, and research services.
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Contact us for a 10-minute walk through showcasing Secure Review
and SessionGuardian. Ready to reduce your risk and increase
confidence? Contact us today at info@integreon.com

in excess of

3M

documents
reviewed
annually

23%

of current MDR
clients have had
a relationship
with Integreon for
8 years or more

